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A B S T R A C T  This article examines how the St Trinian’s films (1954–1980)
engage with shifts in the social organization of gender and class, while
celebrating the defiance of social constraints on women. Focusing on the films’
depiction of unruly female behaviour, the article addresses the historical and
social dimensions of the films in relation to carnival, adolescence and education.
The films express public responses to the increasing public significance of
female youth, and celebrate the predominantly female environment of the girls’
school. 
K E Y W O R D S  British cinema  comedy  education  feminism 
girls  popular culture  teenagers  youth
In the St Trinian’s cycle of films the importance of being unruly in
adolescence is linked to the girls’ boarding school. The fictional schoolgirls
of St Trinian’s are notorious for their life-threatening approach to team
sports and for their habit of burning down the school. Released between
1954 and 1980, the five St Trinian’s films celebrate unruly female behav-
iour in narratives that can be seen to express, through entertainment,
contemporary perceptions of the more public significance of girls in Britain
after the Second World War. The cycle’s portrayal of the girls’ school as a
source of collective identity is also linked to long-standing traditions of
youth involvement in socially sanctioned misrule. This article presents an
         
 
analysis of how the St Trinian’s films, despite having often been dismissed
as banal, engage with historical changes in the social organization of gender
and class, while celebrating the defiance of social constraints on women.
This analysis aims to contribute to writing on carnival an account of the
role of youth, and to debates about youth popular culture an account of a
series of films about a predominantly female environment.
Female youth from Blyton to Beatlemania
The St Trinian’s films draw in a parodic manner on the print genre of girls’
school stories. Proliferating in British popular fiction from the 1850s
onwards, this genre privileges a social institution which, being run by
women, functions as a ‘source of strength and pleasure’ for girls both in the
stories and as readers (Gosling, 1998). The appeal of the girls’ school in
fiction has been attributed to its embodiment of ‘a community of girls and
women, free from the constant patronage, harassment and competition of
the male sex’ (Gosling, 1998: his81). Commencing in 1954 after girls’ school
fiction had achieved its greatest popularity, the cycle of St Trinian’s films
attracted a wider audience through parodying the genre. Whereas the best-
known girls’ school novels reflect the nostalgia of authors such as Enid
Blyton and Elinor Brent-Dyer for ‘an Arcadian era’ of late-19th-century
education (Gosling, 1998: his28), the modest budgets and formulaic narra-
tives of the St Trinian’s films are characteristic of exploitation cinema.
The films’ popularity with audiences of adults and youth can be linked
to their exploitation of the existing fame of Ronald Searle’s St Trinian’s
cartoons (Hugh-Jones, 1966: 21–37). The success of the St Trinian’s films
thus defies a film industry belief, based on precedent, that films about female
experiences have limited audience appeal. Evidence of the application of the
latter principle includes the limited distribution that is generally received by
films about girls’ schools, of which The Hairy Bird (Sarah Kernochan, 1998,
USA) is a recent example. By contrast, the popularity of the St Trinian’s
films is reflected in the cycle’s extension across more than two decades and
five films. These are The Belles of St Trinian’s (Frank Launder, 1954), Blue
Murder at St Trinian’s (Frank Launder, 1957), The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s
(Frank Launder, 1960), The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery (Frank
Launder and Sidney Gilliat, 1966) and The Wildcats of St Trinian’s (Frank
Launder, 1980). The films’ fusion of girls’ school stories with post-war
popular culture parallels changing cultural portrayals of young women.
The St Trinian’s phenomenon violates the girls’ school novel’s emphasis
on protected insularity. Indeed, Searle’s cartoons emerge alongside
increasing criticism of girls’ school fiction. For instance, Geoffrey Trease
noted in 1949 that girls’ school stories tend to ‘bear little relation to
reality’ (cited in Ray, 1982: 195–6). Sheila G. Ray observes that by 1940
         
the genre’s insularity was evident in a reliance on narratives involving
‘secret passages, the detection of crime, the restoration of rightful
heiresses and dramatic rescues from fire and drowning’ (Ray, 1982:
195–6). The violation of this insularity in the St Trinian’s phenomenon
involves the infiltration of the outside world into the girls’ school. The
schoolgirls in Searle’s cartoons, for instance, embody the evils of corrup-
tion, violence and self-interest. His drawings show the girls brandishing
weapons, consuming alcohol, causing sports injuries, torturing and killing
one another, engaging in witchcraft, keeping wild animals as pets and
murdering boys and teachers. The parodic violation of the social insula-
tion of the girls’ school story is developed further in the St Trinian’s films.
In addition to incorporating social corruption, the girls in the films
initiate schemes that involve their conquest of social spaces that were
traditionally inaccessible to unchaperoned girls. The Belles of St Trinian’s
centres on a race-fixing scheme; in Blue Murder at St Trinian’s and The Pure
Hell of St Trinian’s the girls pursue criminals abroad. The Great St Trinian’s
Train Robbery culminates in the girls’ pursuit of stolen money, and The
Wildcats of St Trinian’s involves them forming a union. The public signifi-
cance of female youth in the St Trinian’s films can be linked to social factors
such as repercussions of the war and education reform.
The effects of the Second World War are fundamental to the merging of
girlhood and social corruption in the St Trinian’s cartoons. Searle’s wife,
Kaye Webb, identifies the war as a major influence on his work. She reveals
that the first St Trinian’s cartoons were produced when he was in the army.
Some of the drawings were done during his company’s imprisonment by
Japanese forces in Singapore. Webb asserts that, rather than stemming from
misogyny, the St Trinian’s cartoons are primarily concerned to link the
theme of war with familiar entities. In particular, Searle was seeking through
his work ‘to reduce horror into a comprehensible and somehow palatable
form’ (Webb, 1966: 13–16). The focus of the first three St Trinian’s films
on girls who would have been ‘wartime babies’ (Brown, 1977: 19) projects
on to this demographic a ‘dark, ironical, flip’ world view that stems from
a confrontation with ‘the shakiness of civilization’ (Fussell, 1982: 254, 259).
Indeed, all of the St Trinian’s films envisage collective female action in
military terms, from the girls’ use of weaponry in Blue Murder at St
Trinian’s and tanks in The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s to their military-style
organization in The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery. The movement from
the cartoons’ emphasis on horror to the girls’ rampages through British
society in the first two films implies that female independence, shaped partly
by wartime events, is linked to the demise of an earlier social stability.
While the first two St Trinian’s films refer only obliquely to historical
developments, and the later films tend to merely repeat scenarios from the
earlier films, the cycle’s emphasis on unfettered female behaviour can none
the less be understood in relation to changes in British society from the
 
         
1940s to the 1960s. For instance, the early films’ establishment of a narra-
tive formula that involves the girls exploiting a variety of social institutions
may be seen to respond to the more public significance of female youth after
the Second World War. Bill Osgerby notes that a broadening of employment
opportunities for girls after 1945 resulted in more young women with
disposable income, as part of a general increase in youth affluence. The
emergence of young women as a ‘lucrative’ market in the 1950s and 1960s
is linked in turn to the appearance of magazines, comics and other consumer
goods aimed specifically at teenage girls (Osgerby, 1998: 51–2). The emerg-
ence of the post-war female consumer as a more formidable entity thus
forms a crucial link between earlier girls’ school stories, the social effects of
the war on gender roles, ongoing debates concerning the social influence on
youth of consumerism, and the pivotal significance of the St Trinian’s films
in relation to these developments.
An emergent alliance between female youth and popular culture is
apparent when the films depict the St Trinian’s girls as being conversant
with trends in popular music. In Blue Murder at St Trinian’s (1957), for
instance, the girls dance to rock’n’roll music with the army, a scenario
which plays upon contemporary moral panics concerning the purportedly
corrupting effects on youth of popular music. In the same film, the girls also
perform a lively swing number at a sedate Vienna music festival. In The
Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery (1966), the association between female
social freedoms and hedonistic behaviour is reconfigured in terms of an
emergent mythology of ‘swinging’ youth, when a rock band performs in the
Sixth Form dormitory. Whereas these party scenes can be seen to involve
the girls articulating and celebrating their emergent status as consumers of
popular culture, the films do not ultimately make clear whether the girls are
supposed to be products of, or responsible for, the anarchic social world
that St Trinian’s represents.
Central to this ambivalence is the films’ narrational disengagement from
both the girls’ own perspectives and from society’s responses to them. For
instance, a parodic reversal of the traditional insularity of the girls’ school
is juxtaposed in Blue Murder at St Trinian’s with the comic depiction of
army personnel who are occupying the school for disciplinary reasons.
Here, the positioning of the girls’ school as a source of suppressed violence
is evident when sounds of gunfire and a distant female rabble are heard to
emanate from its edifice. Later, the St Trinian’s girls are shown to have
pacified the occupying troops by socializing with and seducing them. In
The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s, the use of imagery redolent of horror films
can be seen to configure the behaviour of St Trinian’s girls as a ‘return of
the repressed’ (Wood, 1985: 195–220) from within the girls’ school. This
is particularly evident in the opening scene’s use of low-key lighting to
invest the familiar with threatening overtones, casting shadows on the
smiling faces of St Trinian’s girls while they watch their school burn. The
         
positioning of the schoolgirls as agents of subversion is reinforced through
the film’s depiction of media responses to the incident. A radio broadcast
conveys the panicky revelation that the St Trinian’s girls have set fire to
their own school, and subsequent shots of newspaper headlines sensation-
alize the girls’ trial. These parodic allusions to the threat that the school-
girls pose to social order is characteristic of exploitation cinema’s capacity
to address potentially explosive subjects through formulaic narratives.
The currency of the films’ emphasis on female defiance can be highlighted
with reference to a feminist analysis of post-war youth consumerism. In
particular, Barbara Ehrenreich, Elizabeth Hess and Gloria Jacobs propose
that the 1960s phenomenon of Beatlemania has a feminist significance.
Observing that Beatlemania ‘struck with the force, if not the conviction, of
a social movement’, Ehrenreich et al. assert that this became ‘the first mass
outburst of the sixties to feature women – in this case girls’. It was an
outburst that involved female abandon through behaviour such as scream-
ing, fainting and ‘dash[ing] about in mobs’ (Ehrenreich et al., 1986: 11–12).
For Beatles fans, to ‘abandon control . . . was, in form if not in conscious
intent, to protest the sexual repressiveness, the rigid double standard of
female teen culture’ (Ehrenreich et al., 1986: 11). Ehrenreich et al. argue
that Beatlemania thus marks the emergence of a female teen culture that
affirms ‘teenhood . . . as a status to be proud of’ in the face of pressures
towards sexual restraint and early marriage (Ehrenreich et al., 1986: 29).
Bill Osgerby notes that such ‘symbolic displays of collective power’
provided girls with ‘opportunities for friendship and communal solidarity’
and ‘afforded . . . the chance to enter public spaces en masse’ (Osgerby,
1998: 60). Appearing before Beatlemania, the collective significance of
defiance in the St Trinian’s films is evident in the tendency for the school-
girls to be characterized in groups rather than individually.
The redefinition of female behaviour in the St Trinian’s films involves a
relationship between vocal excess and aggression exceeding that found in
Beatlemania. In particular, the girls’ ruthless approach to sport in The Belles
of St Trinian’s (1954) and Blue Murder at St Trinian’s (1957) involves a
displacement of collective female aggression on to vocal assertion. For
instance, the scene of a hockey game in The Belles of St Trinian’s merely
alludes to the full extent of the girls’ violent approach to sport. Although
the girls are shown striking their opponents with hockey sticks, the number
of casualties is only implied in a sequence that depicts a diminishing stack
of first-aid stretchers. Evidence of aggression is instead displaced on to the
scene’s prolonged depiction of the relentless cheering of St Trinian’s girls as
spectators. A similar association between vocal excess and displaced aggres-
sion is extended to the public defiance of legal authorities in The Pure Hell
of St Trinian’s. In particular, the scene of the girls’ trial includes shots of
legal officials being hit in the face by thrown tomatoes. Although the perpe-
trator of these acts is not shown, the tendency of the St Trinian’s girls to
 
         
cheer in unison in the court can be viewed as a displaced manifestation of
their capacity for such acts of defiance. The feminist significance of female
disobedience in the St Trinian’s films involves the positioning of vocal excess
as an outlet for aggression.
The St Trinian’s cycle parodies social perceptions of the public signifi-
cance of girls by undermining spatial conventions of the girls’ school story,
and responding to changes in female roles. The relationship between unruly
behaviour and society in the films can be further examined in relation to
the carnivalesque. In this context, the unruliness of the St Trinian’s girls
relates to a larger historical association between carnival and youth.
Festivity and female youth
The significance of vocal excess in the form of laughter is examined by
Kathleen Rowe. Rowe argues that comedy can be of value to women
through the capacity of laughter to function as an outlet for defiant
impulses. Her argument draws on Hélène Cixous’ rewriting of the myth of
Medusa, which Cixous uses to ‘mock’ theories of gendered identity that are
‘built on . . . notions of female lack’. Rowe takes up Cixous’ argument that
women’s laughter, like that of Medusa, has capacities to ‘break up, to
destroy; and . . . to project’ (Rowe, 1995: 9). In particular, women’s
laughter is seen to involve a relationship between comedy, ‘with its exag-
gerations, hyperbole, and assault on the rational’, and danger, in the forms
of ‘performance, imposture, and masquerade’. Proposing that comedy’s
positioning of women as ‘subjects of . . . laughter’ can express ‘anger, resist-
ance, solidarity, and joy’ (Rowe, 1995: 5), Rowe focuses her analysis of
anger and laughter on the figure of the ‘unruly woman’.
The unruly woman is defined as one who is ‘willing to offend and be
offensive’:
Associated with both beauty and monstrosity, the unruly woman dwells close
to the grotesque. But while mythology taints and dooms Medusa, the unruly
woman often enjoys a reprieve from those fates that so often seem inevitable
to women under patriarchy, because her home is comedy and the carnival-
esque, the realm of inversion and fantasy where . . . the ordinary world can
be stood on its head. (Rowe, 1995: 10–11)
The social significance of the unruly woman derives in particular from
the role of disorderly behaviour in Mikhail Bakhtin’s analysis of the
medieval folk carnival. Facilitating the temporary undermining of social
hierarchies through feasting, drinking, copulating, comic theatre and other
celebratory rituals, the carnival is seen as a source of social regeneration
and rebirth. Its laughter is thus festive, ambivalent and collective (Bakhtin,
1984: 5–12). Key to an understanding of the significance of unruly female
         
behaviour in the St Trinian’s films is a historical association between youth
and carnival.
The unruliness of the St Trinian’s girls can be situated in the context of
youth’s long-standing involvement in carnival. For instance, the preindus-
trial folk carnival fulfilled some of the social functions that have become
associated with adolescence. Natalie Zemon Davis likens ‘Abbeys of
Misrule’ in 16th-century France to ‘youth group[s]’, the activities of which
‘functioned rather like rites de passage’. She notes that these groups’
involvement in carnivalesque rituals of ‘mockery and derision’ gave youth
considerable ‘jurisdiction and festive responsibility’ over married couples as
well as over villagers their own age (Davis, 1971: 50–5). John R. Gillis
observes that preindustrial folk carnivals involved ‘great numbers of youths’
engaging in ‘brief but intense moments of release from . . . discipline . . .
and . . . dependence’ (Gillis, 1974: 27). Youthful revelry and irreverence
have thus traditionally been inherent to carnival.
The extent to which youth festivity was supported by the larger
community links preindustrial youth groups with the emergence of
adolescence in the 19th century. For instance, Davis reveals that the licence
of the Abbeys of Misrule, rather than being ‘rebellious’, was ‘in the service
of the village community’. It helped to ‘clarify the responsibilities that . . .
youth would have when they were married’ and to ‘sustain the biological
continuity of the village’ (Davis, 1971: 50–5). Between 1850 and 1900,
however, carnival traditions declined among European youth (Gillis, 1974:
97–8). Gillis links this decline with social and economic transformations
which provided the conditions for the emergence of adolescence. The latter
involved the formalization of youth as an ‘interlude of freedom from care
and want’. While succeeding carnival in some respects, adolescence is seen
to involve an increase in social controls over youth (Gillis, 1974: 131). The
St Trinian’s films highlight through carnivalesque parody the social controls
that exist on adolescent girls.
The schoolgirls’ defiance of social and spatial constraints can be under-
stood in relation to restrictions on actual girls. Mica Nava argues that, for
girls, ‘parental policing over behaviour, time, labour and sexuality’ is not
only ‘more efficient’ than that over boys, but is also different. Male youth
is characterized as ‘a temporal phenomenon’ which prompts boys to
‘struggle against’ a provisional subordination. By contrast, the boundaries
between girlhood and womanhood are ‘far less accentuated’. Nava views
‘the confined and permanent status of womanhood’ and ‘the apparent
inevitability of subordination’ as influences on girls’ limited resistance to
social constraints. Hence, girls’ ‘rebellion’ commonly takes the form of the
‘overt expression of sexuality and can include pregnancy and motherhood’,
thus reproducing traditional female roles (Nava, 1984: 11–15). The spatial
and social freedoms of St Trinian’s girls are central to the films’ privileging
of unruly female adolescence.
 
         
The defiance of usual constraints on female youth is the norm at St
Trinian’s. For instance, the entrenched indiscipline of St Trinian’s is likened
in The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s to a ‘reign of terror’ and to ‘an evil canker
which has eaten into the very soul of British maidenhood’. The school’s
sanctioning of unruly behaviour is made apparent by the headmistress, Miss
Fritton, in The Belles of St Trinian’s. She explains that ‘other schools’ send
‘girls . . . out quite unprepared into a merciless world, but when our girls
leave here, it is the merciless world which has to be prepared’. The reversal
of larger social expectations of girls is evident in the routine occurrence of
unethical and corrupt activities at St Trinian’s. In The Belles of St Trinian’s,
members of the Fourth Form are expected to calculate horseracing odds in
their heads. The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery juxtaposes the girls’
dormitory poker games with their capacity to commandeer a steam train at
a moment’s notice. A calculated disregard for social constraints is evident
in Blue Murder at St Trinian’s when the ‘school swot’ calmly returns the
lascivious gaze of her schoolmate’s father, a notorious jewel thief. In The
Wildcats of St Trinian’s the girls drink beer and smoke in class. The privi-
leging of unruly female defiance at St Trinian’s is reinforced through the
films’ undermining of other social institutions.
The school’s sanctioning of female liberties is juxtaposed with a discred-
iting of institutions that attempt to enforce discipline at the school. In
particular, the authorities of the police force and of the Ministry of
Education are undermined when they come into contact with St Trinian’s.
For instance, emphasis is placed on the incompetence of police sergeant
Ruby Gates when she is shown attempting to infiltrate the school. In The
Belles at St Trinian’s she is knocked unconscious during a hockey game and
finds herself trapped on a runaway horse. In Blue Murder at St Trinian’s
she becomes the target of a shady opportunist and fails in her attempt to
adopt a false identity. Similarly, representatives of the Ministry of Education
are repeatedly subordinated and rendered incompetent by St Trinian’s. In
The Belles of St Trinian’s, two education inspectors who had gone missing
are revealed to be living in the school’s grounds, having been brainwashed
by members of the school. In The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s the authority of
civil servants is undermined when they are shown performing dance move-
ments for stress relief. Ministry employees are arrested for trespassing at the
school in The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery and are forced to work as
servants in The Wildcats of St Trinian’s. The undermining of sources of
institutional authority other than the girls’ school implicates the St Trinian’s
films in a comic reversal of social controls on female youth.
The privileging of unruliness in the St Trinian’s films is reinforced through
the use of a narrative formula that positions the girls as ultimately victori-
ous. For instance, the St Trinian’s girls end up being rewarded for recover-
ing stolen goods in Blue Murder at St Trinian’s and The Great St Trinian’s
Train Robbery. They profit from a race-fixing scheme in The Belles of St
         
Trinian’s and from taking union action in The Wildcats of St Trinian’s. Like
the broad humour of the British music hall tradition, with which the St
Trinian’s cycle has affinities (Medhurst, 1992: 16–17), the films’ emphasis
on the triumphs of St Trinian’s can be seen to involve a ritualistic privileging
of the carnivalesque.
The celebration of unruly female youth in the St Trinian’s films can be
linked to a long-standing association between youth and carnival. The girls’
outlandish behaviour is thus celebrated as a defiance of gender-specific
social constraints. Female unruliness at St Trinian’s can be further examined
in relation to the history of the role of the girls’ school.
Unruliness and institution
The St Trinian’s films can be situated within a history of the girls’ school as
a source of increased female access to the institutional freedoms of male
youth. The first schools for girls, which appeared during the emergence of
adolescence, aimed to replace the home-based, non-academic schooling of
women with an education ‘similar . . . to that given to boys’ (Gosling, 1998:
his2–3). This development was paralleled by the general transformation of
the boarding school into a cloistered ‘total institution’ which aspired to
‘hasten the passage from childhood to adulthood by institutional means’.
In this context, sex-segregation in schools was intended to benefit boys,
separating them ‘from the world of women’ and from ‘female’ traits of
‘weakness’ (Gillis, 1974: 108–11). Yet girls were seen to be disadvantaged
by the ‘sex-specific curriculum’ of female education, in which the emphasis
was on ‘prepar[ation] for domestic life’ (Gosling, 1998: his5). Despite the
historically secondary significance of the girls’ school, popular cultural
depictions of this environment can be seen to celebrate female access to
institutional preparation for adulthood.
The emergence of adolescence provided girls with greater opportunities
for the staging of positions of authority. In particular, the girls’ school enables
female youth to compete for authority in a community of peers. By contrast,
the preparation of modern male youth for adulthood had long been served
by the institution of the fraternity. Providing ‘one of the strongest controls
over [the] young’, the preindustrial fraternity was also a source of ‘social
welfare and moral support’. This included opportunities to elect mock auth-
ority figures that served as parodies of ‘regular superiors’ (Gillis, 1974:
23–6). Yet, as Natalie Zemon Davis notes, there is ‘no sign of festive organiz-
ations for young [unmarried] women’ in early modern France, and female
fraternities generally involved an emphasis on ‘religious devotion’ (Davis,
1987: 140–1). Also, female fraternities were usually satellites of male
organizations (Gillis, 1974: 28). The girls’ school facilitates greater oppor-
tunities for authoritative social expression among female youth.
 
         
The emergence of the girls’ school can be seen to extend to girls some of
the freedoms of married women. For instance, the liberties to which married
women had access in preindustrial Europe are examined by Davis. Reveal-
ing that May carnivals in this period enabled married women ‘a rowdier
role’ than girls, Davis explains that this role permitted women to engage in
activities such as punishing their husbands, feasting freely and obtaining
‘mock decrees’ issued by ‘women’s courts’ (Davis, 1987: 141). Meanwhile,
most unmarried women were usually restricted to being objects of mock
ceremonies which served to regulate social relations. For instance, the ‘juris-
diction’ of Abbeys of Misrule included that over ‘marriageable girls, in front
of whose houses [the Abbeys] planted May bushes (or a smelly bush, if they
wished to suggest a girl’s morals were dubious)’ (Davis, 1971: 50–2). The
formalization of a greater range of opportunities for girls entails increased
cultural visibility.
Despite the generally contained nature of carnivalesque freedoms,
cultural records of disorderly female behaviour are considered to be of value
to women in general. For instance, Davis establishes a link between cultural
representations of disorderly women and actual opportunity. She explains
that, although real women in early modern Europe ‘had less chance than
men to initiate or take part in their own festivals of inversion’ (Davis, 1987:
141; emphasis in original), the image of the disorderly woman in legend,
literature and carnival did serve to ‘widen behavioral options for women
within and even outside marriage’. This complements the capacity of
carnival to ‘sanction riot and political disobedience for both men and
women in a society that allowed the lower orders few formal means of
protest’ (Davis, 1987: 131). The value for women of carnivalesque dis-
obedience is elaborated by Mary Russo in relation to the idea of risk. She
explains that female participation in deviant activities is significant because
the prohibition of such activities, on grounds of risk, tends to perpetuate
‘the blaming, stigmatization, and marginalizing of groups and persons who
. . . are seen as “high-risk” groups’ and ‘to . . . out-regulate . . . those
performances and groups’ (Russo, 1995: 22). Like carnival, adolescence
permits individuals to behave in ways that might otherwise be prohibited.
The St Trinian’s films extend the disorderly cultural visibility of female
youth through privileging an institution in which unruly behaviour prevails.
The institutional significance of unruliness in the St Trinian’s films fuses
liberal discipline with post-war economic opportunism. For instance, post-
war capitalism is alluded to in The Belles of St Trinian’s (1954) when the
girls are shown producing gin for the black market, an allusion to continued
rationing (Foale, 1996/97: part 4). In the same film, contemporary debates
over the ‘progressive’ liberalization of education are evoked when Miss
Fritton explains that St Trinian’s is ‘a teeny weeny bit unorthodox but . . .
that’s better than being old-fashioned’. This can be seen as an oblique refer-
ence to the more egalitarian era of British education that had begun with
         
the 1944 Education Act, which made secondary education available to all
youth and compulsory to the age of 15. The film’s emphasis on the school’s
unorthodox admission procedures depicts through parody a decline of
class-based discrimination and an escalation of mercenary motives in
education. For instance, Miss Fritton appropriates a new girl’s pocket
money in order to buy school provisions, and fails to realize that her
unscrupulous brother is using the presence of his daughter at the school to
fix a horse race. The institutional significance of unruliness at St Trinian’s
links female licence with post-war educational reform.
Opportunities for women in the St Trinian’s films involve the exploitation
of a changing but limited labour market. In particular, the depiction of the
teaching staff suggests that the girls’ school is an outlet for the unruliness
of grown women as well as that of girls. Various configurations of unortho-
dox female behaviour are evident among the schoolmistresses in The Belles
of St Trinian’s. The teachers in this film include an outlaw, a drunkard, a
surly French mistress and a mannish golfer, who freely admits that she
hasn’t ‘a single jolly qualification’. In The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery,
the pastimes of the mistresses include excessive drinking, cheating at card
games, performing at a striptease club and competing in women’s wrestling.
The films’ positioning of the traditional female occupation of teaching as a
refuge for unruly women tends to highlight limitations on female oppor-
tunity. For instance, the depiction of striptease dancing as a career alterna-
tive in The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery and The Pure Hell of St
Trinian’s can be seen to satirize the limits of female unorthodoxy, even while
affirming the latter. The fundamental relationship between female indepen-
dence and labour markets is inextricably linked to unruly womanhood in
the St Trinian’s films.
The staff and schoolgirls of St Trinian’s are shown to collude in acts of
unbridled opportunism which serve to reinforce the institution. In Blue
Murder at St Trinian’s, for instance, the girls’ European holiday helps to
benefit the school through the girls’ acquisition of a reward for appre-
hending a criminal. Collective pursuit of economic gain occurs in The Great
St Trinian’s Train Robbery, when the girls pursue a hoard of stolen money
in competition with the teachers. The beneficial exchange of illegal
economic strategies is seen in The Belles of St Trinian’s when the girls’ race-
fixing scheme provides Miss Fritton with an opportunity to pull the school
out of debt. Equally, the headmistress in The Wildcats of St Trinian’s seeks
to capitalize on the girls’ union demands. A radical merging of education,
public relations and high culture occurs in The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s
after the girls design outlandish costumes for the teachers. These designs
receive elite critical recognition and enable the Sixth Form to set off for the
Greek Isles. The St Trinian’s films envisage a female community that
benefits, albeit haphazardly, through adopting business tactics that revise
the traditionally cloistered image of the girls’ school.
 
         
The depiction of marriage in the films involves a precession of material
gain over sexual and social restraint. For instance, the view of marriage as
an economic transaction forms the basis of the St Trinian’s Marriage
Bureau, which is run on the school premises. In The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s
the bureau is aligned with a belief that marriage represents a ‘career’ for St
Trinian’s girls. The high priority of wealth in the girls’ pursuit of marriage
is evident in Blue Murder at St Trinian’s, when members of the Sixth Form
compete with one another to marry a European prince. A relationship
between sex and economics is also evident in the cycle’s depiction of
instances of sexual interaction that take place outside marriage. In The
Belles of St Trinian’s, for instance, a member of the Sixth Form seduces a
stableboy in order to secure his cooperation in the girls’ race-fixing scheme.
On occasion, the sexual behaviour of girls and mistresses is shown to
reinforce the school. In The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s and Blue Murder at
St Trinian’s, for instance, girls become sexually involved with legal and
military figures, respectively, in order to obtain disciplinary leniency for the
school. In The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery, the headmistress uses her
liaison with the Minister of Education to obtain a monetary grant for St
Trinian’s. The efficiency of the school’s approach to sex is highlighted
through being contrasted with the unfulfilled romantic aspirations of police
officer Ruby Gates. In particular, Ruby’s professional stasis is linked to her
inert love life when her pursuit of marriage is repeatedly interrupted by
police dealings with St Trinian’s. The St Trinian’s films affirm the timeless
theme of the material advantages of a shrewd approach to sex.
Marriage is depicted as a potential extension of the girls’ school, facili-
tating unruly behaviour and even offering a sense of female community.
Although no sustained view of the lives of former St Trinian’s girls is
provided, the cycle’s use of the comic motif of the harem can be seen to
align marriage with a community of unruly women. For instance, the first
scene in the first of the films, The Belles of St Trinian’s, aligns a harem with
rowdy female behaviour. Here, the wives of a Sultan are shown waving out
of a palace window at passing military personnel. A parallel between St
Trinian’s and the institution of the harem is made explicit in Blue Murder
at St Trinian’s when it is revealed that the school’s hockey team recently
married another Sultan. In addition, the daughters of a harem have affini-
ties with the St Trinian’s girls in The Wildcats of St Trinian’s. Here, a Middle
Eastern prince decides to enrol his 17 daughters in the school. His decision
is motivated by one daughter’s wish to return to St Trinian’s after she was
earlier kidnapped by the girls. A belief that female unruliness crosses
cultural boundaries is implied in a scene in which this daughter, like St
Trinian’s girls before her, sets off a series of explosions in the school’s chem-
istry laboratory. In the St Trinian’s films, the comic stereotyping of the
harem suggests an attempt to reconcile marriage with collective female
unruliness.
         
The emphasis on the benefits of unruliness in the St Trinian’s films can be
understood in relation to social functions of the girls’ school. The films’
positioning of school, marriage and employment as outlets for female
licence can be seen to defy the limits that existed on female advancement
throughout most of the 20th century. The St Trinian’s films can be seen to
affirm the benefits of single-sex education during the rise of coeducation.
Segregation and social privilege
The St Trinian’s cycle can be seen to celebrate an egalitarian heyday of
female education. In class terms, the period in which the first four St
Trinian’s films were released can be identified as a newly egalitarian era of
British education in the wake of the 1944 Education Act. Yet by the 1960s,
sex-segregated female education was being undermined by the impending
rise of coeducation. Indeed, it can be argued that the egalitarianism which
had in the 19th century facilitated female access to education, and in the
20th century gave schooling to working-class youth, would also influence
the decline of the girls’ school tradition. For instance, John R. Gillis links
the rise of coeducation to both an erosion of rigid class boundaries and to
the ‘decline’ of an authoritarian ‘patriarchalism’ in the middle and upper
classes. Although sex-segregation remained ‘entrenched’ in the English
boarding school system, there was even here ‘some tendency toward more
coeducation of males and females’ (Gillis, 1974: 187). The St Trinian’s films
emerge in a period in which the predominantly female environment of the
girls’ school was under threat from egalitarian trends in social policy.
Tensions between social privilege and female opportunity can be seen to
inform the institutional instability of St Trinian’s. The school’s instability
involves not only its reputation for indiscipline, but also its exclusion from
the ranks of other public boarding schools. In The Wildcats of St Trinian’s,
for instance, officials at the prestigious Highdown school respond with
horror to the mention of St Trinian’s. The origins of the ongoing financial
problems of St Trinian’s can be traced the school’s failure to recover econ-
omically from what Geoff Brown describes as ‘the disruption of the stable
social order which existed before the war’. The defining influence on the
school of wartime economics, which he sees as the source of the school’s
‘sorry plight’ in The Belles of St Trinian’s (1954) (Brown, 1977: 19), implic-
itly sets in motion chronic financial problems which seem to be manifested
in the school’s recurrent poverty and desperate admission procedures. For
instance, the school’s lack of patronage is central to the narratives of The
Belles of St Trinian’s and The Wildcats of St Trinian’s (1980). Reinforced
by economics, the failure of social privilege at St Trinian’s can be seen to
involve an unplanned blurring of social hierarchies in the school.
The disruption of social privilege in the St Trinian’s films involves a
 
         
collision of unruly behaviour with social diversity. For instance, the school’s
inability to attract impressive staff is the reason for its employment of
mistresses who lack qualifications, responsibility and/or the social status to
which St Trinian’s aspires. The school’s failed aspiration to social privilege
is also reflected in its acceptance of pupils primarily on the basis of the
ability to pay. In The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery, for instance, two
working-class girls are welcomed as pupils despite the dubious nature of
their references. Daughters of criminals attend the school in Blue Murder
at St Trinian’s, The Great St Trinian’s Train Robbery and The Wildcats of
St Trinian’s. The blurring of class distinctions is also evident in the friend-
ship that exists between the St Trinian’s girls and Flash Harry, a working-
class ‘spiv’, throughout the series. Far from being reducible to the ‘essential
instability of the all-female environment and the nightmare scenarios associ-
ated with the exclusion of masculine logic, reason and authority’ (Porter,
1998: 70), the institutional waywardness of St Trinian’s involves a conver-
gence of social ignominy with disorderly female behaviour.
The instability of St Trinian’s can be considered in relation to the decline
of sex-segregated female education. For instance, the first St Trinian’s films
were preceded by the depiction of coeducation as a problem in The
Happiest Days of Your Life (Frank Launder, 1950), an earlier film by the
same production team of Frank Launder and Sidney Gilliat. In this film,
disruption results from the merging of a girls’ school with a boys’ school
through ministerial error. The relationship between St Trinian’s and a
perceived post-war decline in education is implicit in Geoff Brown’s analysis
of The Belles of St Trinian’s (1954) alongside The Happiest Days of Your
Life. In particular, Brown sees the unruliness of the St Trinian’s girls as a
variation upon the earlier film’s expression of a fear of female invasion in
education (Brown, 1977: 19–20). By 1980, the depiction of gender inte-
gration in The Wildcats of St Trinian’s can be seen to manifest a tendency
for the St Trinian’s cycle to actively dismiss the issue of coeducation. In
particular, the film involves an attempt by a male student union to take over
the girls’ union of British schoolgirls. Yet the narrative’s final emphasis on
the girls’ union victory over the Ministry is achieved at the cost of narra-
tive plausibility. In particular, this resolution is inconsistent with the earlier
revelation that the union of British schoolgirls is ‘not recognized’ by trade
union authorities. The dissociation of the girls’ school from the implied
issue of gender integration in this 1980 film may be seen to implicate the St
Trinian’s cycle as a whole in a reinforcement of sex-segregation.
The affirmation of the value of the girls’ school can be understood in
relation to post-war social policies which link equity with integration. For
instance, Mica Nava notes in a study of the 1980s youth service that
proposals which seek to exclude boys in order to facilitate ‘separate
provision for girls’ have been met with ‘[o]pposition and resistance’ from
boys and men (Nava, 1984: 25–6). Yet an aversion to single-sex provision
         
on grounds that it is exclusionary is considered to have disadvantaged girls
during the first decades of coeducation. For instance, Nava explains that
mixed male and female youth groups place girls at risk of subtle forms of
exploitation and control. In particular, girls are subject to ‘dominance’ by
boys, who tend to ‘enforce the boundaries between femininity and mascu-
linity . . . through harassment, through the policing of sexuality . . . and
through the branding of gender unorthodoxy’ (Nava, 1984: 13–14). Simi-
larly, Sue Sharpe argues that girls’ accomplishments in coeducational
schools can be constrained by a belief that ‘ “over-achievement” involves
losing an important ingredient of “femininity” ’ (Sharpe, 1976: 135). The
celebration of the girls’ school can be seen to affirm the historical benefits
of a predominantly female institution.
The St Trinian’s films convey an unabated belief that the girls’ school
would continue to exist as a source of opportunity and accomplishment.
For instance, an affirmation of the benefits of female education is evident
when the St Trinian’s girls triumph through mastery of technical and scien-
tific pursuits. In The Belles of St Trinian’s the girls apply themselves to
chemistry in the process of manufacturing black market gin. In The Pure
Hell of St Trinian’s the Fourth Form devise a method of appropriating fuel
in order to blow up the school. Blue Murder at St Trinian’s involves the
Sixth Form using power tools and deploying safe-cracking skills when they
break into the Ministry of Education, in order to falsify their examination
results. That these activities are aligned with the unorthodoxy of St
Trinian’s, rather than being associated with all teenage girls of the 1950s
and 1960s, does not undermine their investment in a radical belief that girls
benefit most when separated from male peers (Nava, 1984: 20). The St
Trinian’s films convey through entertainment an affirmation of female
collective identity.
The populist address of the St Trinian’s films informs their celebration of
the girls’ school. This populism can be seen as an extension of the girls’
school novel’s appeal to a diversity of young female readers. For instance,
Ju Gosling views the wide readership for the girls’ school story as evidence
that the genre’s relevance exceeds readers’ actual experiences. The genre is
seen to have attracted ‘far more readers . . . than there were British girls
receiving secondary education’, including girls who had not yet experienced
school (Gosling, 1998: his9). Yet, to date, feminists have shown less interest
in the St Trinian’s films than in girls’ school novels. This tendency may
indicate that the St Trinian’s films were less popular among female viewers
than among schoolboys and men. Indeed, the small amount of feminist
writing that exists on these films is largely negative, focusing on the cycle’s
stereotyping of female characters. For instance, Morwenna Banks and
Amanda Swift describe the school as ‘a ghetto for monster children’ and the
schoolgirls as ‘horrific-looking’ (1987: 145). Ju Gosling is critical of the
films’ sexualization of the Sixth Form (1998: stt3, stt24) and argues that
 
         
female Muslim characters are victims of ‘racist humour’ in The Belles of St
Trinian’s (1998: stt4). Yet, in light of recent book-length studies of women
and laughter by Kathleen Rowe (1995) and Frances Gray (1994), it can be
argued that sustained attention is now due to the potential feminist value
of the St Trinian’s films.
In light of carnival’s capacity to sanction unorthodoxy and defiance, the
reception of the St Trinian’s films suggests a widespread validation of their
celebration of girlhood. For instance, Siriol Hugh-Jones notes that the
heyday of the St Trinian’s phenomenon in the 1950s involved the St
Trinian’s girl appearing ‘in every hospital beano, scouts’ gang-show,
carnival, fancy-dress parade, and college rag, [in the UK] and abroad’.
Although this ubiquity may have reinforced the stereotypes in the films, the
St Trinian’s phenomenon also attracted a wider audience to schoolgirl
narratives than girls’ school novels have done. Indeed, Hugh-Jones sees the
popularity of the St Trinian’s cartoons as the source of ‘a ready-made spirit
of togetherness’ in which ‘almost anyone’ could participate (Hugh-Jones,
1966: 32). Even grown men appeared in public dressed as St Trinian’s girls
(Hugh-Jones, 1966: 24). Despite the relative decline of the girls’ school as
an institution, the St Trinian’s films have been able to attract audiences that
traverse differences of age, gender, nationality, class and historical context.
The films’ affirmation of a collective identity that is only nominally linked
to the public school system is nowhere more evident than in their use of the
St Trinian’s school song. In Blue Murder at St Trinian’s, the singing of the
song marks the girls’ seizure of independence through abducting a discipli-
narian headmistress on her arrival at the school. In The Great St Trinian’s
Train Robbery, the music teacher’s adult life of unruliness includes drunken
renditions of the St Trinian’s song with her companions. Similarly, the role
of the song in the climax of The Pure Hell of St Trinian’s asserts the school’s
identity as a source of the collective crossing of boundaries. Here, the
Fourth Form sing the school song while driving a tank through the double
front doors of an Arabian palace. While the purpose of this act is to lend
aid to Sixth Form hostages, the scene also affirms the capacity of an insti-
tutional identity to extend beyond physical boundaries. The investment in
a collective identity that exceeds a physical edifice is evident throughout the
series when the repeated destruction of school buildings fails to cause the
demise of St Trinian’s. The assertion of the identity of St Trinian’s affirms
an attachment to the girls’ school in the face of historical threats to
predominantly female institutions.
The St Trinian’s films celebrate a progression of female youth from clois-
tered insulation to public significance. Linking girls with developments such
as youth consumerism and egalitarian social reforms, these films emphasize
the benefits of unruly female behaviour and unfettered social action. The
20th century’s extension of girls’ social freedoms forms the context of the
films’ celebration of an alliance between female education and opportunity.
         
Through focusing on the girls’ exploitation of the larger society, the St
Trinian’s films position unruly female behaviour as a source of accomplish-
ment and collective identity.
Note
1 All page references for Gosling include a prefix that prevents confusion with
paragraphs in other chapters in the same work.
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